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TWENTY-FIVE STARTUPS FROM GUJARAT STARTUP ECOSYSTEM SHARED THEIR 

EFFORTS AND INSPIRED STAKEHOLDERS OF GTU INNOVATION COUNCIL 

Date: 6th to 16th September, 2017            Venue: Block-6, GTU Innovation Council, Ahmedabad 

 

Associate teams at GIC organized a STARTUP CHAIN and provided a platform for 25 of the 

most growing startups in Ahmedabad, to showcase their innovations and inspire the youth 

through their ideas and aspirations. This startup journey was all about the success and failure of 

the startups since their ideation phase and what they have achieved till now, questions regarding 

their experience, if they had faced the valley of death and some of their inside stories of growth. 

 

ABOUT THE EVENT: 

THE STARTUP CHAIN was a golden opportunity for students and fellow associates to explore 

new possibilities and interact with the startups. It was a platform for professionals, students, 

start-ups to come together, mingle, interact and foster the entrepreneurial ecosystem. It enabled 

the young entrepreneurs to understand the flow of how a project can be given the direction to 

become a product and what key points are to be taken care of for a project to remain stable in 

recent market. A total of 6 teams (35 associates) organized this event. 

 

OBJECTIVES: 

 To encourage entrepreneurial mindset in students. 

 To encourage student startups to showcase their innovative ideas to investors and students 

keen for internships in startups and motivate students to BE JOB CREATORS RATHER 

THAN JOB SEEKERS. 

 To make students aware regarding Startup Policies of the Government, GTU Student Startup 

policy, Product Development and Marketing 

 To bring solutions to the problems of society by utilizing youth intellect and code, to crop out 

the best through Hackathon and Ideathon. 

 To help students to know how their ideas can be transformed to product/service/process 

which can be useful to the society 
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Start-ups who participated at the Startups Journey: 

SR. NO STARTUP NAME SPEAKER DATE 
TEAM NAME AND 

MEMBERS 

1 La Vida – The 

Travel Café 

Mr. Harshal Patel 6th September Team Verein  

 

2 Campus Yaari Mr. Pankaj Bhimani 

3 Invincible NGO Mr. Rushiraj Mori 7th September 

4 AllEvents.in Mr. Ruchit Patel 

5 Booklet Guy Mr. Amrut Deshmukh 10th September Team Panache 

6 Matrubharti Mr. Mahendra Sharma 

7 Elixir Mr. Madhish Parih 

8 EasyPuja  Ms. Riya Shah 

9 Help2Engg Mr. Jaydip Panchal 12th September Team Infinity  

10  Girlscript  Akshay Koshti 

Malav Vyas 

11 Epoch Research 

Institute 

Mr. Manish 

12 Prayas  Mr. Kush Patel 

Ms. Gargi Jagad 

13 Torch It Mr. Kshitij Shah 16th September Team Incredible 

14 One Soul Army Ms. Leena Patel 

15 Hobby Cook Mr. Neel Shah 

16 Free Copy Mr. Raahish 

17 Essence solusoft Mr. Sachin Gevariya 
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18 Profiled skin Mr. Dhruv Gupta 11th September Team Mavericks 

19 Cure It Mr. Abhishek 

Mandaliya 

20 Bugle Technologies Mr. Ravi Kamdar 

21 Duro Green Mr. Nishank Shah 13th September 

22 Strawduino Mr. Archit Somani 

23 Light Speed 

Mobility 

Mr. Rahil Rupawala 

24 Automatic Rationing 

System 

Mr. Harshal Sanghvi 15th September Team iOne 

25 Youth Connect Mr. Divesh Aswani 

 
A brief about some engaging discussions: 

La Vida – The Travel Café: It is basically a travel café which is trying to build a travel 

community where they are giving an opportunity to enthusiast travelers to travel free of cost and 

explore every place. They discussed their ideas and how they started off so well with the funds 

and ideas and strategies. Audience was quite engaged in the discussion as this concept is unique 

around the world. 

Campus Yaari: This startup is engaged in making customized goods for some of the biggest 

companies around the state and country. Mr. Pankaj Bhimani discussed about his story since his 

childhood, the difficulties he had to face before achieving success and moreover, his knowledge 

level was incredible. He explained how small incidents/indicators can completely change your 

vision towards your future. 

Invincible NGO: This NGO was started with a perspective to let people travel with minimal 

costs. How they faced problems in convincing the local people in different states for 

accommodation, food, travel was worth-understanding. They converted these problems into 

opportunity with the team spirit and leadership qualities. The struggle they faced since the first 

camp till the strength pillars they are having presently was really inspiring. 
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Help2Engg, Prayas, Epoch Research Institute discussed regarding their foundation stage, how 

they started with nothing in hand in the beginning but only some motivation. They explained 

how their various sectors work together to make the startup successful. 

Girlscript: It is a non profitable organization which promotes involvement of women in 

technology. They talked about their unique ideas and why they wanted to promote this concept. 

They interacted with audience regarding their current strategies and seminars happening around 

the state and how they are gradually moving towards national level 

Torch It: This startup works for the welfare of blind people. They discussed regarding their 

analysis on such topics and how they build products which are beneficial to them using sonar 

system and how their ideas are turned from project to product. 

Hobby Cook: This startup provides a platform for housewives to showcase their talent and earn 

income through cooking by providing tiffin services. They discussed about the difficulty they 

faced in finding such housewives who are ready to earn and their idea of entrepreneurship 

stunned everyone. The session was quite interactive. 

Matrubharti: They have their own library which has numerous books of all categories including 

most of the languages. They discussed regarding their funds in the beginning and how they 

managed such system. Their clear goal led them to such success presently. 

Youth Connect: They started by mutually interacting with the audience of their particular 

interests. He emphasized on how this parable of entrepreneurship leads to both a better 

personality and understanding of life. 

Automatic Rationing System: Opening with the real life problems placed before everyone, he 

made the beginning particularly sound. Root elements were discussed in an entrepreneur game 

plan in which “Innovative product” is must and one should have a clear idea of what he/she is 

going to do. The session ended with a “Entrepreneur of the year 2016” video representing stories 

of all the Indian entrepreneurs who participated in it. 
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Feedbacks from participants: 
 

“Quite informative and definitely looking forward to more of such events.” 

-Adwaita Chokshi 

“Rate 8/10. The startup talk was really a great initiative, gained a lot of useful knowledge, it was 

worth to be a part of it.” 

- Deepshree Lalwani 

“I would like to attend more of such startup events. It was awesome.” 

- Harsh Patel 

“It was a great experience, your management was good but still needed more marketing.” 

- Yash Shah 

 “The way startups interacted with us I loved it. It was really an informative session talking to the 

speakers and getting to know so much about entrepreneurship.” 

- Ankit Shukla 

“I loved the way they have organized such a great platform where students are activey engaged 

and you can directly talk to startup and moreover, it was really inspiring.” 

-Kritika Vaghela 

ASSOCIATES ACTIVELY ENGAGED IN THIS EVENT: 

1. Team Verein 

Anushka Shah, Hetang Bhavsar, Smit Patel, Nishit Patel, Jainam Sarvaiya 

2. Team Panache 

Nishit Sharma, Vivek Kewalramani, Rishit Joshi, Maitri Shah, Vishnu Singh, Pavan 

Mulchandani, Arvind, Uday Taware, Anvi 

3. Team Infinity 

Binoy Oza, Raj Adeshra, Helly Mehta, Shashwat Bhatt, Ronak Patel, Ayesha 

4. Team Incredible 

Jainil, Jeel, Siddharth, Bhavya 

5. Team Mavericks 

Maître Thakkar, Yash Thaker, Shwet Thaker, Avinash Korat, Dhananjay Suthar, Nisarg Prajapati 

6. Team iOne 

Devesh Kumar, Dharmik, Gautam, Jay Prajapati, Vishwa 

Follow GTU Innovation Council at: 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgL6PHjFJs78CnqGoZleFYg 

Website: www.gtuinnovationcouncil.ac.in 

For any query write to gtu_innovation_council@gtu.edu.in 

Prepared By: Anushka Shah 

Team GIC 
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